1

PARKER’S

xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx
Exacta: 4-7/1-4-7, $4. Tri: 4-7/1-4-7/1-2-3-4-7,
$6. Daily Double: 1-4-7/1, $3.
Super: 4-7/1-4-7/1-2-3-4-7/1-2-3-4-5-6-7,
$4.80. Pick 3: 1-4-7/1/2-6,
xxxxxxx
xxxxxx $3. Pick 4: 1-4-7/1/2-6/7-8, $6.

IT’S MY KNIGHT (#7)
Luck Out (#4)
Rockport Birdie (#1)

2
SHOPPING TIZZY (#1)
Oh Yes I Did (#4)
Marymoor Park (#6)

3
AFLEET HOPE (#6)
Targa (#2)
Camano Comet (#5)

4

Decent try when dropped to this level in her last, she draws a nice post for her
style and should get a good trip from just off the lead early.
Did beat the top choice one race back and
while she has no early speed she again
xxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
will
be
flying
in
the
stretch.
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
Unlucky to draw the one hole but she is going for her seventh win this year, maybe.

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

Exacta: 1/4-5-6, cost $3.
Trifecta: 1/4-5-6/4-5-6-7-9, $6.
Pick 3: 1/2-6/7-8, $2.
Super: 1/4-5-6/4-5-6-7-9/4-5-6-7-9, $3.60.
Didn’t get the best of trips when a closexxxxxx
second in her last and while the inside
xxxxxxxxx
draw isn’t ideal, a repeat of her last should be good enough to graduate.
xxxxxxxxxx
Breeding suggest longer than today willxxxxxxxxx
be where she does best but she did run
decently in her only lifetime start and blinkers
may help.
xxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
Tired in her debut at GG, she may like dirt better, drops, moves off the inside.
Exacta: 2-6/2-5-6, cost $4.
Trifecta: 2-6/2-3-5-6/2-3-5-6, $6.
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
Super: 2-6/2-3-5-6/2-3-5-6/1-2-3-4-5-6, $3.60.
Pick 3: 2-6/7-8/3, $3.
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx
Couldn’t quite get the job done despite having a very fast pace to set up her late
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
run last, but she might be a better sprinter,
another fast pace likely.

Speedy sort will have to deal with Camano Comet early today but she ran very
well in her last sprint, a wire to wire win and again will have to be caught.
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx
Back to back huge efforts last two starts,
she is hard to separate from the top two.

xxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
Exacta: 7-8/4-7-8, cost $4.
Trifecta: 7-8/4-7-8/1-4-5-7-8, $6.
xxxxxx
Super: 7-8/4-7-8/1-4-5-7-8/all, $6. xxxxxxx
Pick 3: 7-8/3/4-6, cost $2.

DOUBLE A. PROSPECT (#7)
Kota Copy (#8)

6
5

Brenner (#4)

TRIBAL WATERS (#3)
Trelawny (#7)
Good Company (#6)

6
GUARDIAN ONE (#6)
Formal Choice (#4)
Oh Baby Oh (#3)

Even try in a very fast heat for the level last, he drops down in claiming price,
moves outside and gets Bowen.
xxxxxxxx
Did beat the top choice by a nose whenxxxxxxxxxx
third last, he also will be helped by the
drop in claiming price, definite main danger.
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxx
Exits the same heat as the top two when fifth, he seems likely for part.

xxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxx

Exacta: 3/6-7-9, $3. Tri: 3/6-7-9/6-7-8-9, $4.50. Pick 3: 3/4-6/1-2-3, $3.
Super: 3/6-7-9/6-7-8-9/5-6-7-8-9, $2.70. Pick 7: 3/4-6/1-2-3/3-4/2-4/3-6-8/6, $14.40.
xxxxxxxx
Back in eight days after running third inxxxxxxxxx
a sprint last, he is back in a route and
should
be
sent
right
to
the
lead
from
the
start
and prove tough to catch.
xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx
Last may have been a bit too far for him when fourth, he does shorten up today
xxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
and may give the top choice a battle in the
stretch.
Big stretch run when beating similar last, going to his best distance today.
Exacta: 4-6/3-4-6, cost $4.
Trifecta: 4-6/3-4-6/2-3-4-6-8, $6.
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
Super: 4-6/3-4-6/2-3-4-6-8/2-3-4-5-6-8, $3.60. Pick 3: 4-6/1-2-3/3-4,. $6.
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
Hasn’t shown much in her last few starts but all were against tougher, she drops,
xxxxxxxxx
goes to a route and seems most likely. xxxxxxxxx
May have been best last when second after a troubled trip, she hasn’t yet won at
Emerald this year but does loom the one to beat.
xxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx
Another who hasn’t won this year but she
figures to close late for a piece.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
Closing Day, September 24th, 2017

7
KINGS COURT (#1)
Daytona Beach (#2)
C C n’ Water (#3)

8
BETRBEGONE (#3)
The Press (#4)
Wando Cat (#1)

Exacta: 1-2/1-2-3, $4. Tri: 1-2/1-2-3/1-2-3-6-11, $6. Pick 3: 1-2-3/3-4/2-4, $6.
Super: 1-2/1-2-3/1-2-3-6-11/1-2-3-6-8-11, $3.60. Pick 5: 1-2-3/3-4/2-4/3-6-8/6, $18.
Winner of his last three starts is clearly is going very well, he should get a nice
ground saving trip and a fast pace to run at, choice.
Broke a couple of lengths slow, rushed up to froced a rocket pace and tired last,
he’s been facing tougher all year and the drop in claiming price may do the trick.
Another who broke poorly last, he is capable of better, can’t be ignored.
Exacta: 3-4/1-3-4, $4. Tri: 3-4/1-3-4/1-3-4-7-9, $6. Pick 3: 3-4/2-4/3-6-8, $6.
Super: 3-4/1-3-4/1-3-4-7-9/1-2-3-4-7-9, $3.60. Pick 4: 3-4/2-4/3-6-8/3-6, $12.
Former stakes winner broke a two year losing streak last in his first start for the
Toye barn, while he appears a better router he looks hard to bet against today.
Raced wide and couldn’t threaten last, he drops in claiming price and any of his
sprint efforts earlier this meet gives him a big shot.
Stable mate of the top choice steps up but is likely to pass many of these late.

Trifecta: 2-4/2-4-6/2-4-5-6-8, $6.
Exacta: 2-4/2-4-6, cost $4.
Super: 2-4/2-4-6/2-4-5-6-8/2-3-4-5-6-7-8, $4.80. Pick 3: 2-4/3-6-8/3-6, cost $6.
MY HEART AWAKENS (#4) Impressive efforts in both of his sprint wins, he is bred to love routing and looks
good to end the season undefeated.
Forced a pretty quick pace on Wa Cup day and tired for third, he draws inside,
Trump Itz (#2)
should be sent to the lead early, big wire to wire danger.
Winner of the Lads is another who should love two-turns, obvious danger.
Elliott Bay (#6)

9

10
WILD DREAMS (#8)
Capital Expense (#6)
Viewingthegold (#3)

Exacta: 6-8/3-6-8, cost $4.
Trifecta: 6-8/3-6-8/1-3-4-6-8, $6.
Super: 6-8/3-6-8/1-3-4-6-8/1-3-4-5-6-8, $3.60. Daily Double: 3-6-8/3-6, $6.
Away since mid January but this barn has them ready after layoffs, he draws
outside the other early speed, gets a slight call in a tough heat.
One of four in here who appear to need the lead to win but he is quickest of the
quick, gets Bowen and shows some blistering workouts since his last.
Stretch runner will get a rocket pace to run at, could spring a mild upset.

Exacta: 3-6/3-6-8, cost $4.
Trifecta: 3-6/3-6-8/2-3-6-7-8, $6.
Superfecta: 3-6/3-6-8/2-3-6-7-8/2-3-5-6-7-8-9, cost $4.80.
ONLY THE HIGH ROAD (#6) Nice second last, barn has dominated racing this year at Emerald and this one
should cap off their meet with a win in the finale.
Packy’s Out (#3)
Just missed in a sprint try two weeks ago, he has one win and twelve 2nds/3rds
but is relaible for another good try.
Overmatched last two, he worked very well last week, may be the quickest early.
Atta Boy Dougie (#8)

11

Today’s Best Bet (s):
TRIBAL WATERS in the fifth.

Today’s Longshot:
TRUMP ITZ in the ninth.

Race Selections for Sunday, September 24th, 2017
Los Alamitos
Pleasanton
Hastings Park

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

GUY CODE (#3)
Cowtownmary (#5)
We Own the Night (#4)

FAST PATSY B (#2)
Mexiuno (#1)
Okie Mouse (#5)

VELVET ROSE (#4)
Flaming Youth (#2)
Storm Cruiser (#1)

HIGH DRAMA (#3)
Turning Machine (#1)
Instinctual Kash (#5)

SNAPPY JACK (#5)
Desert Express (#4)
Pacific Channel (#3)

COWBOY PHIL (#3)
Its Finally Friday (#4)
After Court (#2)

SALLY SIMPSON (#3)
Warrenscrystalized (#5)
Todos Santos (#2)

GENERAL INFO (#2)
Thorny Issue (#6)
Skinny Cadillac (#3)

OH SO QUICK (#4)
Tapit Dance (#6)
Dare Ren Gottwenty (#3)

CANDY CREW (#6)
Midcourt (#4)
Midnight Soot (#2)

REVA BELLA (#4)
Gunny (#1)
Highland Rose (#3)

DRILLER (#3)
Fetisov (#1)
Parsimonious (#2)

BLESS THE CAUSE (#4)
Nova (#5)
Big Bad Glory (#8)

EXACTAMENTE (#4)
Rianna (#1)
Contessa B. (#6)

CHEROKEE WAR CHANT (#4)
Act Up (#1)
Last Bloom (#6)

CLIFTON BEACH (#7)
Super Storm (#5)
Hoppitty (#9)

RIZZI’S HONORS (#3)
Social Taboo (#1)
Namorita (#2)

WEEKEND WIZARD (#8)
The Changes R (#1)
Back Alley Denali (#7)

JENSEN (#4)
Dream Police (#2)
Our Nation (#5)

PRINCESS ASHLYN (#4)
Invested Prospect (#9)
Deb’s Wildcard (#2)

ALDERGLORY (#8)
Sakura (#4)
Miss Finality (#7)

IKE WALKER (#5)
Lucky J Lane (#1)
Avanti Bello (#4)

ISHI (#6)
Playing Through (#3)
Tortosa (#4)

EXTRAMARITAL (#8)
Free and Fast (#2)
Shadow Dancer (#1)

OF NOTE (#8)
Oh Scatty Oh (#3)
Wicked Old Fashion (#5)

FOOLISH TO DECEIVE (#1)
Kern Ridge (#3)
Academic Code (#7)

